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We have included the starred Levels with a logical basis to the grade Level, in this assessment, allowing children to demonstrate their highest 
Level of understanding. If children are familiar with models other than these, they may demonstrate their understanding using those. 

Drawing Prisms and Pyramids from Nets  
Measurement and Geometry 56 

Because there are so many Levels of Geometry, we have included larger images of each Level from page 4 onwards.   
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PRE - ASSESSMENT 

Cross-sections and sections on prisms and pyramids 
Constrict a prism from modelling clay. 
Describe the bases and the faces that are not the bases on the prism. Name the prism. 

Construct a pyramid from modelling clay. 
Describe the base and the faces that are not the base on the pyramid. Name the pyramid. 

Cut 2 cross-sections from the prism. 
Cut 2 cross-sections from the pyramid.  
Describe the cross-section’s relationship to the base.  
Which object has a uniform cross-section? Why? 
Which object has a non-uniform cross-section? Why? 

Lines and Surfaces on Prisms, Pyramids, Cones, Cylinders 
Select an object. 
Draw the object. 
Describe the lines as straight or curved. 
Describe the straight lines as edges that meet at vertices. 
Describe the surfaces as flat or curved. 
Describe the flat surfaces with straight lines as faces. 

Select the Level that allows you to demonstrate your highest understanding. 
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POST - ASSESSMENT Select the Level that allows you to demonstrate your highest understanding. 

Cross-sections and sections on prisms and pyramids 
Constrict a prism from modelling clay. 
Describe the bases and the faces that are not the bases on the prism. Name the prism. 

Construct a pyramid from modelling clay. 
Describe the base and the faces that are not the base on the pyramid. Name the pyramid. 

Cut 2 cross-sections from the prism. 
Cut 2 cross-sections from the pyramid.  
Describe the cross-section’s relationship to the base.  
Which object has a uniform cross-section? Why? 
Which object has a non-uniform cross-section? Why? 

Draw prisms and pyramids from nets. 
Have the net of a prism. 
Draw the prism using a perspective point. 
Describe the bases on the prism. 
Describe the faces are not the bases on the prism. 
 
Have a net of a pyramid. 
Draw the pyramid  using a perspective point. 
Describe the base on the pyramid. 
Describe the faces that are not the base on the pyramid. 
 

Lines and Surfaces on Prisms, Pyramids, Cones, Cylinders 
Select an object. 
Draw the object. 
Describe the lines as straight or curved. 
Describe the straight lies as edges that meet at vertices. 
Describe the surfaces as flat or curved. 
Describe the flat surfaces with straight lies as faces. 
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